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Preface
If you would like to install WordPress on your home computer (with Windows), you will have to do a few
things before the section “Starting the blog”:
1. Go to www.WordPress.org and download the newest version of WordPress (less than 3MB)
2. Go to www.sourceforge.net/projects/xampp/ and download the Windows executable of it
(about 45 MB). This is a combination of MySQL, Apache, and other programs that can be used
to run WordPress locally.

So you want to write a blog?
Although blogs have traditionally been used by individuals as a way of entertaining and sharing opinions
and expertise, businesses also effectively use blogs as a way of building community through educating,
entertaining, and providing useful information to the consumer. Hosting a blog through WordPress
allows you to interact with your Web site visitors and customers.
Because search engines favor Web sites with fresh content, hosting a blog not only allows you to build a
community with interesting content, but also increases your chances of ranking well on the search
engines. In addition, posting fresh content on your blog helps demonstrate to the search engines that
you are an authority on a topic. Authoritative Web sites with fresh content rank higher in the search
engines.
The major disadvantage of a blog is that blog audiences tend to expect more frequent updates than
article based audiences. Since this is an audience expectation issue, it can be managed. If you website is
useful to your audience and maintains a regular schedule of posts, you can train your audience to only
expect a new post whenever your schedule dictates. For this to work, your content will have to be
compelling and you will have to stick to your schedule closely.

Two roads
When you start off a blog, the first big question is “Do I want to host it or have someone else host it”.
There are a few things to consider about both.

If you have someone else host it:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your site name may be something like myblog.blogger.com
A Blogger blog automatically gets MUCH better placement in Google Search - after all, Blogger is
a Google service, and they do favor their own.
Someone else will take care of the technical end.
There are limits on how much you can do (you must live by someone else’s rules)
You may have ads on your site that aren’t anything you would pick.
With WordPress.com there is no template editing, and style sheet editing is available only as a
paid upgrade.
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If you host it:
•
•
•
•

You can make it look however you want for free
You can have www.myblog.com
You don’t have to live by someone else’s rules
If things go bad, it’s up to you to fix it!

Since this is a class - we are going to set up a WordPress blog on our local computer. Why WordPress?
Because it can be set up in 5 minutes with very little work. And because we have control over the entire
range of features (as we would if we just set up our own blog on our own domain).
Why would you want to setup WordPress on your PC? Well there are many reasons and it’s pretty easy
to do. One reason would be to test different themes out. Another would be to try different plugins. Yet
another would be to see if you like this thing called blogging and test your wits at writing some blog
posts. And yet another reason to run WordPress on your PC would be for software developers who are
interested in developing plugins and/or playing around with and learning a thing or two from the
WordPress code.
And, it’s a lot of fun. ☺

Okay, I now have a WordPress Blog. Now what?
After all this work, this can be a little anti-climatic. Now comes the nuts and bolts of using WordPress.

View the blog
http://localhost/wordpress/
You should see:
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Boring, huh? We can write our own stuff by gong to the admin section of the blog and making a quick
post. Along the way, we will style it the way we want it to look.

Get into your site
Go to http://localhost/wordpress/wp-admin
For the machines in the lab – the way to get in is:
U: CEDStudent
P: UMDCED

Make a post
Going into the admin section of the blog, on the right side, there is a “QuickPress” section. This is where
we can post what’s on our minds.

Save Draft – Keeps it in the computer, just no one sees it.
Publish – Straight out to the public!
This spot is great for keeping people informed up to the minute. If it’s something heavy (or that you
may regret later) – Save a draft, have a break, come back and post it if it is still something you want to
say.
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Add some videos and pictures
What good is telling people things when you can show them. After all, a picture says a thousand words.
WordPress makes it easy for you to add images to your WordPress site. You can upload them directly
from within WordPress by using the built-in file uploading utility in the post screen. Or you could use any
FTP Client software to upload many images to your WordPress site.
Let’s add the sunset to our original post. Click on the Edit post button on the QuickPress section.

Now, let’s insert a picture from our computer

The Quicktag buttons feature an image link, making it easy to link to images from within your post as
you write it.
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Link URL tells how the file is to look. I usually click on File URL.
You can then “Save all changes” which puts it into a gallery or “Insert into Post” directly. You can then
click on the picture and change the size of the picture in the post.
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Get some style
So far, our site looks a little BORING! Let’s give it a look based on what we may want to write about.
Let’s open another web browser and go to
http://localhost/wordpress/wpadmin/
This is so we can do changes on the backend
while viewing it as others will view it.
To change the style, under the appearance tab,
go to Add New Themes. Since you may have
different feelings about what you want to see in
your website, you may try several search terms.
Since this is a class, I think “education” is what
this search should be. When run, all themes
with this keyword will be displayed.
Now this doesn’t mean you must use this theme.
You may load many themes and change them
over time or by season. You can do the search at
any time. So – if you don’t like a current theme,
don’t fret!
To install the theme, click on the install link. It
may give you some last minute notes, etc. but
there will be a link that says, “Install Now”. Click
this
It automatically unpacks it and installs for you.
To make this the current theme, click the
Activate link.
View it and see what you think.
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Change some settings
Now, looks okay. But I see that the tagline on the first page says “Just another WordPress weblog”. I
think it should be something more fun like, “Making cool, interactive websites since this morning”. To
change how the site behaves, we will go to the backend and Settings. Click on the General link.
General

Change this to whatever you wish. Also check to see what other things can be done (i.e. Timezone,
Default Role, and Membership).
Writing Settings
In this area, you can select defaults, such as post and link categories.
Reading
In here, you can make sure your web site doesn’t look like a website by selecting a static page for the
home page. You can also show a certain amount of posts on the front page:
•
•
•
•

10 by default
1 – perhaps the most recent news on the homepage
3 – new and old news?
Etc

Discussion
The meat and potatoes of your website. Do we want other people to post to our site? Is this a
discussion or a website we control. If we allow comments, do we want to moderate them, or have them
posted right away.
The Comment Blacklist is important to keep automated responses (or just the idiots!) from posting
things that may be unacceptable. A pretty good list can be found at:
http://blog.taragana.com/index.php/archive/medical-terms-for-wordpress-blacklist-to-protect-youfrom-most-drug-spams/
Or just google search “Medical Terms for WordPress Blacklist”
Avatars are pictures people can use to denote themselves. We can give them a default avatar of our
choosing, but they can also pick their own avatars.
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Media
By default, what pictures may look like when inserting an image into the body of a post. This tells how
fast things are going to download on the users end.

Get some widgets
“Enough with this looks stuff, already! I want a website that does stuff for me. “
And this is what makes Wordpress so cool. There have been hundreds of people doing thousands of
programs that you can use on your site. Most are free, some you have to pay to use.
To get these items, go to Plugins->Add New. Let’s first add a widget that allows for the local weather.
In the search term, type: forecast.
In there, you will see one that says “wp-forecast”. On the right side, click install. Just like with themes,
it may give you some up to date information about using the plugin. And, just like the theme, we can
“Install Now”
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Just because you downloaded the plugin doesn’t mean that it is active. Every active widget has the
possibility of slowing down your site. In this case, the weather is something we want, so we want to
activate the plugin.

There should then be a menu item at the bottom of the page that says, “wp-forecase”. When clicked
on, it allows you to update the information – like putting in the information for your location.

For Duluth, we can put in:
Location: 55812
Locationname: Duluth, MN
Uncheck metric usints and use mph as windspeed.

Click update options.

Now, to place it on our sidebar. Go to Appearance->Widgets.

Drag and drop the WP Forecast Widget into Sidebar 1. It automatically saves your decision.

Note: This may not work in older versions of IE (the drag and drop – the widget works fine!)
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I want more!
Love to hear it. Some widgets that I use frequently (use these as search terms):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Events Calendar (by Luke Howell, Brad Bodine, Rene Malka, Louis Lapointe)
Contact Form (Contact Form 7)
Photo Albums (by R.J. Kaplan)
Polls
Google Analyticator
WP e-Commerce

The second WordPress Class is about widgets!

Add some pages
Adding a page is quite simple. Just go to Pages->Add New.

Then, you need a name and type out the information.
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More Functionality with Wordpress Items
Trying to stick with the basic items of posts and media, here are some extra things you can do with
Wordpress.

Creating a new category
In order to have your blog in a decent structure and ease your visitors' navigation throughout your posts
and pages, you should categorize your posts.
A new category can be created from the Posts menu > Categories.
In order to move a post from one category to another, you should click on Edit in the Posts menu, hover
over the post you wish to edit and click Quick Edit.
From the Categories section select the new category and click Update Post to save the change.

Comments in Wordpress
In WordPress your visitors have the option to leave comments on your site. This feature creates a
dynamic interchange between you and your readers.
You can moderate your visitors' comments via the Comments menu in the WordPress administrator
backend.
You have a number of options that you can set for your Comments. They are listed under Settings >
Discussion.
This is the place where the site administrator decides:
•
•
•

if comments are allowed,
if pingbacks and trackbacks are acceptable,
and what constitutes Comment Spam.

What Are Smileys?
Smileys, also known as "emoticons," are glyphs used to convey emotions in your writing. They are a
great way to brighten up posts.
Text smileys are created by typing two or more punctuation marks. Some examples are:
;-) is equivalent to
:-) is equivalent to
:-( is equivalent to
:-? is equivalent to
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How Does WordPress Handle Smileys?
By default, WordPress automatically converts text smileys to graphic images. When you type ;-)
; in your
post you see when you preview or publish your post.
To Turn off Graphic Smileys
If you turn off graphic smileys, whatever you type in plain text will remain, and be displayed, as plain
text.
1. Go to your Admin Panel
2. Select Settings -> Writing
3. In the Formatting section, uncheck the box for "Convert emoticons like ::-)) and :-P
: to graphics on
display"
Turning off emoticons means that when you type ;;-) in a post you will see ;-)) when you preview or
publish your post. So it doesn't stop you from using emoticons as plain text.

icon

text
:)
:D
:(
:o
8O
:?
8)
:x
:P
:|
;)

text
:-)
:-D
:-(
:-o
8-O
:-?
8-)
:-x
:-P
:-|
;-)

full text
:smile:
:grin:
:sad:
:eek:
:shock:
:???:
:cool:
:mad:
:razz:
:neutral:
:wink:

icon

full text
:lol:
:oops:
:cry:
:evil:
:twisted:
:roll:
:!:
:?:
:idea:
:arrow:
:mrgreen:

What else can I do?
Here are some things you should be aware of.

Wordpress Backup
WordPress is composed of files and a database. In order to backup your WordPress blog, you need to
backup both your files and the database.
It is always advisable to perform regular backups in order to avoid any data loss.
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How to backup the WordPress files?
In order to backup your files we recommend you using FTP. Copy the files to your local hard drive. After
that you can easily upload back the files and your site will be restored. If you're not sure which folders
should be copied please copy the whole 'public_html' folder or the WordPress directory.
A free FTP program can be found by going to Google and typing in: Filezilla
How to backup the WordPress database?
Almost all hosts of Wordpress will have a program called phpMyAdmin
You can select the database that you would like to backup from the drop-down menu
called Database (located in the upper left corner of the page).

A new page will be loaded in phpMyAdmin showing the selected database. In order to proceed with the
backup click on the Export tab:
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The options that you should select apart from the default ones are Save as file (which will save the file
locally to your computer in an .sql format) and Add DROP TABLE (which will add the drop table
functionality if the table already exists in the database backup) as shown below:

Click on the Go button to start the export/backup procedure for your database:
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A download window will pop up prompting for the exact place where you would like to save the file on
your local computer. It is possible that the download starts automatically. This depends on your
browser's settings.
MySQL Import: How to restore your MySQL database from a backup
To restore (import) a database via phpMyAdmin, first choose the database you'll be importing data into.
This can be done from the drop-down menu on the left. Then click the Import tab:

You have the option of importing an .sql file. Use the Browse button to find it on your local computer.
Note that you are given the option to choose the character set of the file from the drop down-menu just
below the upload box. If you are not certain about the character set your database is using just leave the
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default one.

In order to start the restore click on the Go button at the bottom-right. A notification will be displayed
upon a successful database import.

Wordpress Security
If you have already installed your WordPress blog, here are some steps through which you can improve
the security of an existing WordPress installation:
•

•

If you have manually installed your WordPress, the default administrator username will be admin.
You should change this to something harder to guess. To do this, log in to your WordPress admin
area, go to Users and create a new user withAdministrator role. Once the account is created, log
out from your admin area, log in with the new account you created and delete the old one.
Restrict access to the wp-admin folder only for your IP. You can easily do this by placing
a .htaccess file in the wp-adminfolder containing the following lines:

Deny from all
Allow from <Your IP>
You can see what is your IP at this URL: http://whatismyip.org/
•

Restrict the access to most files in the wp-includes and wp-content folders. The access to everything
except images, CSS and JavaScript files can be blocked. To do this, create a .htaccess file and place
the following rules in it:

Order Allow,Deny
Deny from all
<Files ~ ".(css|jpe?g|png|gif|js)$">
Allow from all
</Files>
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Wordpress Upgrades
Security is very important and keeping your site secure is probably one of your goals. Before upgrading
your site, do three things:
1. Backup your site
2. Backup your site
3. Backup your site
Of the problems I’ve had with Wordpress crashing – it has been because of an “upgrade”.

Advice from other bloggers
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Blog everyday.
Don’t get sued!
Don’t say anything you wouldn’t say to your mother or at a staff meeting.
If you are blogging about your personal life, set some ground rules about yourself and what you
will and won’t talk about. Always do a gut check. When/if you break these rules, set new rules.
Breaking your own boundaries can be a big deal and can have a lot of repercussions.
Acknowledge that fact before it happens by accident.
Realize that there will always be someone that disagrees with you. Get a thick skin and a good
sense of humor.
There is a definite generation gap in both technology and humor.
Hopefully you won’t have to blog about legal issues, but if you do, keep enough facts to yourself
to protect the innocent and not damage the court case.
Don’t blog about your loved ones if they object.
Re-read your blog entries as if you are a total stranger. It helps to make sure you are writing
coherently.
It is a strange equation to meet people in the real world who know the most intimate details of
your life and you don’t even know their names. It puts you at a decided social disadvantage.
Words are powerful and can definitely sway people. Think twice before offering a critique of a
product or a restaurant or a business if this is not what our blog is about. If you had one bad
experience at a business that you frequent often, blogging angrily about it might make you feel
better in the short term but hurt the business in the long term.
It’s easy to get sucked in and live in the virtual world. Don’t forget there is a real world out
there too.
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